
Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the Correct Choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below :

Ans. little

head

proper

close

spinning

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

Word in use

A. Make adjectives from these nouns

Ans. Noun – Adjectives

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

B. Now complete the following sentences using the adjective you have
just formed.

Ans. wooden

wealthy

a. A little Shadow b. Poet find when spinning due.

a. iii. bed b. ii. early

a. I have a shadow.

b. From the heels up to the .

c. Not at all like children.

d. He stays so beside me.

e. I rose and found the dew.

a. Little shadow goes in and out with poet. It jump in to the bed before
him.

b. Some times shadow gets so little in cannot be seen.

c. Poet called shadow a coward because it stick to nursie with poet.

d. The poet call the shadow lazy because it stayed at home and fast
asleep in the bed  with poet.

wood Wooden

wealth wealthy

artist artistic

quarrel quarrelsome

ridicule ridiculous

friend friendly

time timely

hill hilly

a. She closed the heavy door.

b. Some people show off by buying boats and cars.

1 My Little Shadow

Let Us Practise
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c. Thanks to the class monitor's intervention, a fight was
avoided.

d My grandfather live in a area.

a. Peter and his friends – play football every day.

b. Mother – make lovely chocolate cakes.

c. The Tiny yellow flowers – are beautiful.

d. The rain – was coming down heavily.

e. Manali – is a nice place to visit.

f. Lightning – flashed across the sky.

a. are very sweet.

b. was parked by the side of the road.

c. were buzzing around the hive.

d. is my favorite colour.

e. was old and dusty.

f. were full of interesting and colourful goods.

Do it yourself. Do it yourself.

It was Monday. I had prepared very well for my science exam. I was fully
confident to score good marks in my exam. My mother prepared good break fast
for me and took me up to gate and said good wishes for my exam.

I was on my way to school. I am going to school by my bicycle. Suddenly one old
man came against me. I took brake to my bicycle and stopped very near to the old
man. He could not balanced himself and fall aside the road. He was lightly
injured. The blood was flowing from his knee and leg. I was vary sad to see all
this. I helped immediate to old man. I took him in my arms and helped in sitting.
I gave his stick to him.

After that I bring the old man to the Doctor. He made dressing to old man. Old
man said many words of blessing to me . Then, I proceed to my school. But it was
too late. My exam have been already started. My teacher did not allowed me to
enter in exam. I was very sad. But what I can do at that time. I came beck. and
told all the event to my mother. My mother told that i have done an excellent Job
in doing the help of an old man.

In the evening. My father came from his office and said me well done. I my
prouded of you my son. The old man to whom I helped in the morning was his old
friend. The old man told how I helped him. My mother and father were very
happy for my good work.

friendly

. hilly

A. Match the subject with the right predicate and rewrite the sentences

in full.

Ans.

B. Add a subject for each of the predicates.

Ans. The milk

The car

The bees

Red

Furniture

The shops

Ans. Old Gentle Man

Grammar in use

Speak

Write

: Listen :
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2 A Boat Man And Feasts

Let Us Practise

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :
Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :
Ans.
B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below :
Ans. river

upstream downstream
feasts

same
home

C. Answer the following questions :
Ans.

Match the words in Column A with their meaning in Column B :
Ans.

Words in use
Fill in the blanks using phrasal verbs with come like the examples :
Ans. come down

come out
comes out

come up
come up

a. Abdul lived on the bank of a river.
b. Abdul was a boat man.

a. ii. trusty b. i. feasts

a. Abdul lived on the bank of a .
b. Abdul used his boat to travel to villages and .
c. Once Abdul was invited to two .
d. Both the feasts happened to be on the day.
e. In the end Abdul ate food at his .

a. Abdul arrived at the jetty. The tide was out and the level of water had
dropped sharply. He find it difficult to raw in such shallow water,
especially since he was going upstream.

b. His wife surprised to hear that two feast in one day her husband got.
c. In the end, Abdul ate food at home in which rice, fish, pickle and green

chilli chutney were included.
d. We have learnt from this story that we should try to reach in time

where we want to go. Never be so greedy to take many thing which are
difficult. Always we should try we get the things which are easily
reachable.

a. bank – slopping ground beside a river
b. plenty – sufficient quantity or number
c. host – person who receives another as guest
d. dozen – twelve
e. attraction – attractive quality

d. Fall clothes will be soon.
e. She is sure to badly if challenged to explain.
f. Darkness after seven.
g. The author's new book just .
h. The question never for discussion.
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Grammar is use

Listen

Write

A. Fill in the blanks with the correct participle forms of the words in
brackets

Ans. annoyed
interesting

broken
satisfactory

surprising

B. Work in pairs. Mime a participle for your partner. Then ask him/her
to identify the participle. He/She must guess the participle and use it a
sentence.

Ans.                                               A Village

a. People who constantly complain are very .
b. I found the lesson very .
c. The window panes of my room were in the storm last night.
d. After eating a meal, the cat went to sleep happily.
e. A number of ancient paintings have been found near our

town.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

This is a village. The children are talking .The cat is near the well. Two woman
are sitting on the coat. They are knitting. A cow, horse and a puppy are also with
them. Two boys are playing in front of the house. The village is a very calm and
green place.

3 Tathagata- Gautam Buddha
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Let Us Practise

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :
Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :
Ans.
B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given :
Ans.

a. Siddhartha was born in 563 B.C. at Lumbini.
b. The name of Siddhartha's father was Suddhodhan and mother was

Maya.

a. iii. 563 B.C. b. ii. Yashodhara

a. Gautam was his family name.
b. His father was the ruler of a tribe called the Shakyas .
c. Siddhartha had always been a thoughtful boy.
d. Buddism was the chief religion in India for quite six hundred years.
e. He was one of the kindest men ever lived.



C. Answer the following questions :
Ans.

D. Write 'True' or 'False' :
Ans.
Words in use
Form adjectives from the following nouns :
Ans.

A. Fill in the blanks with phrasal verbs given in the box :

Ans. put up

gave away

bring-up

B. Rewrite the sentences using suitable phrasal verbs. Take the help of a

dictionary if necessary.

Ans.

C. Use the right prepositions from the box to complete the sentences :
Ans. out

in
of

at
with

for

a. Siddhartha was born in 563 B. C. at Lumbini.
b. After becoming Buddha he decided to preach his religion in the world.
c. He gave his first sermon to five disciple at Sarnath near Banaras.
d. It is believed that Buddha passed away at the age of eight in 483 B. C

at Kushinager in (U.P)
e. Buddhism was the chief religion in India for about Six hundred years.

a. True b. True c. False d. False e. True

Ability – able
illness – ill
wooden – wood
poverty – poor
nobility – nobal
beauty – beautiful
snow – snowy
weakness – weak

a. We in a five star hotel in Mumbai.

b. The chief guest the prizes.

c. The mother her children.

d. My uncle has given- up the bad habit of smoking.

e. The dacoits ran away at the sight of police.

Pick                               take

on                                     on

get                                 work

a. Take on

b. pick on

c. work on

d. get on

a. She waved goodbye to her grandmother and went of the house .
b. We came through the back door.
c. She cared her grandmother very much.
d. There was a loud knock the door. .
e. I don't want to argue you.
f. Are you aware the cost of this book?

Grammar in use
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4 Being Kind And Loving

Let Us Practise

Speak : Listen

Write

Do it yourself. Do it yourself.

Address 36, Prem puri

Railway Road,

Meerut

Date 16-07-20.....

Dear Vijay

How are you Friend ? Hope you are all right. On last Sunday, I want to
Kanpur with my father. I have seen many factories producing huge smoke from
their Chimneys. The smoke was mixing with the air which making air unclean.
Beside this I have seen many vehicles on the road which were releasing large
amount of smoke. Due to smoke it was difficult to take breath in. The water which
have many impurities in it was mixing in Ganga river water was being polluted
due to it. I was very much worried to see. The pollution affect our life in many
ways. Government should take certain measure to prevent the pollution. I hope
you will also agree with me. Rest on meeting. Convey my regards to uncle and
aunty.

Your Affectionately

Vayu

:

Ans.
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Oral
Read and answer verbally :
Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :
Ans.
B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below :
Ans. middle

delicious
buttons buckles
began

best
C. Answer the following questions :
Ans.

a. The milk man's cow was in a bad mood.
b. Being kind and loving is the best remedy.

a. ii. peas b. iii. degree

a. The cow sat in the of the road.
b. The sweet maker is waiting to make sweetmeats.
c. A policeman came with and gleaming bright.
d. A little boy came and he to grin.
e. Being kind and loving is the remedy.

a. The milkman's cow was in a bad mood. It sat in the middle of the road
and refused to move. so the milk man begged to the cow.



Formative Assessment Sheet-1

b. Wrestler said, "I have the strength of ten horses, so this should be fun."
c. Milkman, policeman , grocer, wrestler engineer, Ice cream man,

cobbler, painter and peanut vender all traced to move the cow before
the little boy.

d. The little boy learnt in the second class. That human beings eats rice
and wheat, and milkman's cow eat grass!"

f. The painter laughed and cobbler beamed at the simple solution the boy
have adopted to move the cow.

a. cobbler b. painter c. Engineer d. Wrestler e. Police

Sweety : Do you like studying in the classroom ?
Reeta : No, I prefer studying in the library. I've found that It's

impossible to study in the noisy classroom.
Sweety : Then we must go to the library and finish our home

work. I need your help to solve some problems.
Reeta : Which Problem are you talking about ? Is it the fifth question

of the sixth chapter? I found it to be difficult to solve.
Sweety : I agree with you . I tried to solve it solve it last

night.
Reeta : Let's go to Miss Mary. I go to her whenever I have any

difficulty.

Do  it yourself.

Do  it yourself. Do  it yourself.

Our elder told us to be kind for animals. Because kindness is such noble
activity of the human being which can make him popular and loveable
among the animals. May should always have pity on animals. The work
which seems to be a difficult it can be easily done by the kind next and in
a loving manner so our elders says where force and strength become fail
then being kind and loving is the best remedy we should be very kind
hearted to words the animals in our daily life. We should Careful for our
pets. We should arrange proper care, food. Shelter and other needs of
animal. When they fall sick we should call the doctor immediately for
their treatment. If we can care them they will also serve better us.

a. Sarah start internet by checking e- mails.
b. Sarah's friends lived in Rwanda and Rangoon.
c. Sarah reads about her favourite bands.
d. Sarah buy an M P - 3 .

Words in use
Write answers of the following sentences in one word.
Ans.

Complete the conversation using words from the help box.
Ans.

always

quickly

extremely
Completely too

often

B. Work in pairs and reuse the same words from the help box given to
discuss how you would deal with situations like.

Ans.

Ans.

A. Answer the following question orally :
Ans.

Grammar in use

Speak Listen

Write
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5 Animal Welfare

Let Us Practise

e. When Sarah is told her time is up then, She always say, I have not got
completed home work yet.

a. Kind, happy, generous, willing to help, always ready to give or share.
b. Past tense of beat is beat.
c. The plural of sheep is - Sheeps
d. Eye
e. Pick the noun in this sentence :-

Please do not use so when you water the .

Do it yourself.

B. Answer the following questions :
Ans.

much water garden
C. You are the compare for the independence Day special assembly in

school. Prepare and deliver a speech on - "Why we celebrate this
day."

Ans.
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Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :
Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :
Ans.
B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below :
Ans. greed

entertainment
fashion Market

generate
generation

C. Answer the following questions :
Ans.

a. Animals are tortured by man for his entertainment.
b. Section-II of the 'Prevention of cruelty to animal act' list various form

of cruelty. The violation of the Act is punishable.

a. iii. feathers b. ii. massacred

a. Man's knows no bounds.
b. Many animals are tortured for his .
c. Many are killed to cater to the needs of the .
d. Caring for animals a warm feeling.
e. The decision we take today can affect the to come.

a. Like us, animal too have right to live. They also have emotions and
feeling. Even whipping and starveling, majestic beasts like lions and
tigers will be most reluctant to obey the ring master.

b. To derive fun from seeing animals is not right. We should ensure that
the animals performing in circus are well looked after and are treated
humanly other wise circus should be banned. In the age of
sophisticated electronic instrument for entertainment we realy do not
have a need of such. Primitive form of any entertainment.

c. Zoo can contribute a lot to animal welfare. Caring for animals generate



a warm feeling If well maintained, a zoo may provide shelter to lot of
end angered species of the animal and birds.

Do it yourself.

Pandas in broadleaf and coniferous forest. They grass, bamboo,
sugarcane and small rodents. Pandas usually while away their time sitting
upright. They their jaws and teeth to the bamboo to small
pieces. Each Panda almost thirty pounds of bamboo each day.
Pandas water from fresh water rivers and streams that are by
melting snow. Pandas with each other through secret
actions and calls.

a. A monkey lives on tree.
b. An elephant baths in river.
c. A boy sucks an Ice- cream.
d. A Cobbler mends the shoes.

My friend Subhash lives in Delhi.
He sells the toys in the street.

a. In India we do not (don't) drive on the right.
b. Elephant can't climb on the tree.
c. The Sun does not rise in the west.
d. We should not sleep for more than eight hour everyday.
e. We can't read and write mandarin.

a. When does it rain ?
b. Where does his family live ?
c. When does the film begins ?
d. How should the bat hold ?
e. What does he do ?

Do it yourself. Do it yourself.

The birds are the animals which can fly. The animals can be
divided in two soup. The animals which can fly these are birds and the other
animals which cannot fly. The birds mostly lives in nest on the trees.

Grammar in use

Speak Listen

Write

Present Tense

A. Fill in the blanks with the words given in the box to complete the
information about Pandas.

Ans. live eat

use crush
consume

drink fed
communicate

B. Describe each picture using verbs in Simple present tense. (As a
habitual action)

Ans.

C. Now make two sentences that tell about your friend. (Verbs in simple
present  tense )

Ans.

D. Convert the following into negative sentences. One has been done for
you.

Ans.

E. Convert the following statements interrogative sentences into. One
has been done for you.

Ans.

Ans.                                             The Birds
Introduction–
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The birds have the feathers which support them to fly in the open sky. Bird have
to move in various. direction in search of food and water. There feathers help
them to keep body temperature regulated. There feather also protect it's skin and
body from hot, cold temperature and fast wind. The birds have very good eye
right. They can watch up to very fast distance which help them to search their
food. The birds reproduce their child by laying eggs. The eggs are of different
type depending upon the climate and habited. Owl's egg are round and also
white, while robin's egg are very smooth and blue or green in colour.
The birds are part of our life some birds are kept as pet birds like parrot, hen,
sparrow etc. The singing of some bird are very much musical. They add sound
and colour in human life. The beauty of bird song are well famous for its
sweetness.

d. Ring up your parents.

You will go to the marriage, come on time and study for test in early
morning.

Do it yourself .

Problem– Solving and Decision Making
Problem 1 Ans.
Problem 2
Ans.

Tongue Twister : Ans.
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LIFE SKILLS-1

6 From a Railway Carriage

Let Us Practise

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :
Ans.

A. Make the correct choice
Ans.
B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below :
Ans. houses

hill
gazes

man
glimpse

C. Answer the following question :
Ans.

a. The sights are the   faster than fairies.
b. The child clambers and Scrambles.

a. ii. cattle b. ii. eye

a. Bridges and hedges and ditches.
b. All of the sights of the and the plain.
c. Here is a tramp who stands and .
d. Lumping along with and load.
e. Each a and gone forever.

a. The train runs faster than fairies faster than witches.
b. Through the train we can see sight of Bridges, houses Meadows,



horses , cattle, hills plain and rain. Besides these we can see cart on the
road, man and load, mill and river.

c. The child was trying to clambers and scrambles. All by himself and
gathering brambles.

d. The train was lumpsing along with man and load.

a. Easter Faster b. Battle Cattle
c. Bridges hedges d. plain rain
e. Witches ditches f. Scrambles brambles

a. Why did you not have any money yesterday ?
I did not have any money because I .

b. When did Amisha visit her friend ?
Amisha visited her friend after she .

c. When did you go to class ?
We went to class after we .

d. What did you do last Sunday ?
I went to the market after I .

e. Did you enjoy the film last night ?
Yes, but that' s because .

f. Why did you miss the concert ?
I the ticket so I couldn't enter the hall.

a. My mother had baked a delicious cake for me.
b. The train had left.
c. She had broken the beautiful vase.
d. I had brushed my teeth.
e. I had drunk the refreshing  Juice

a. I thanked  (thank) her for all the books had lend (lend).
b. Vasu (know) many places in Mumbai because he

(live) there during his childhood.
c. We were (disappoint) because the restaurant

(close) ten minutes age.
d. Sheema (give) me a lift on her bicycle because I

(miss) my school bus.
e. When I ( reach) School I realized that I

(forget) to bring my English book.

Do it yourself. Do it yourself.

Words in use

Speak Listen

Write

Write any six pairs of rhyming words from the poem :
Ans.

Work in pairs. Complete these answers using the past perfect tense.
Ans.

have lost wallet

has fed the cat

have eaten the good in the canteen

have visited my aunt in the hospital

I have already read the story from the book

did not take
Read the sentences and find out what happened first. Write down the action
that happened first in the blanks. The first one has been done for you:
Ans.

Complete the following sentences by changing one verb into the simple past
form and the other to the past perfect form. The first one has been done for
you.
Ans.

Knew had lived

disappointed had closed

gave had missed

reached had forgotten
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Look at the picture and using the clues
Complete the story.
Ans. Where

He He
By warming One day

in front of
When

Answer the following questions orally :

Project work (Make your own music)

A. Mark ( ) the correct choice :
Ans.

B. Write meaning of the following words :
Ans.

C. Make Sentences of the following words :
Ans. Contentment

sorrow
comfort

vendor
greed

D. Fill in the words
Ans. little

river
family

middle
greed

E. Answer the following questions :
Ans.

A snake was almost dead with cold by the side of the cottage, a
former have seen it. has pity on it. He took it to his home. makes
fire to worm it. the snake recovers. the children of
the farmer were playing the house. The snake is about to bite
one of the children. the farmer see it, farmer bring a stick and kill
the snake.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

a. iii. bed b. ii. trusty c. iii. 563 B.C
d. ii. peas e. ii. massacred

a. Butter cup – Plant with yellow flowers
b. Arrant – bad
c. Trusty – faithful
d. Warrior – soldier
e. tugged – pulled hard
f. nodded – moved his head in approved
g. sheaf – bundle
h. stimulate – rose to action
i. witches – evil spirits
j. thick – wide

a. is the key to remain happy.
b. On the death of her husband Seema was in the ocean of .
c. A person can fell a great at his home.
d. The were selling their food stuff.
e. The too much can cause great difficultly for man.

a. I have a shadow.
b. Abdul lived on the bank of a .
c. Gautam was his name.
d. The cow sat in the of the road .
e. Man's knows not bounds.

a. Little shadow goes in and out with poet. It jump in to the bed before
him.

3
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7 Panch Permeshwar

Let Us Practise

b. In the end, Abdul ate food at home in which rice fish pickle and green
chilli chutney were included.

c. After becoming Buddha he decided to preach his religion in the world.
d. Wrestler said, " I have the strength of ten horses, so this should be fun."
e. To derive fun from seeing animals is not right. We should ensure that

the animals performing in circus are well looked after and are treated
humanly other wise circus should be banned. In the age of
sophisticated electronic instrument for entertainment we realy do not
have a need of such. Primitive form of any entertainment.

a. are very sweet.
b. was parked by the side of the road.
c. is my favourite colour.
d. was old and dusty.
e. were buzzing around the hive.

a. She cared her grandmother very much.
b. We came through the back door.
c. She waved good bye to her grandmother and went of the house.
d. There was a loud knock the door.
e. I don't want to argue you.

Rahul was feeling very thirsty. He was playing outside with his friend for
two hours. As he feet very thirsty He ran inside the house and took a bottle
from his refrigerates. He emptied the contents of the bottle in a glass.
When he was about to drink the water, He saw something in the water.
These was a small black object in it. He was very surprised to see that. For
a while, he keep on looking at it . Then he took it out and find out that it
was noting, just a small piece of stone. He laughed at hem self and then
he throw away the water and refill his glass with water to drink.

Grammar
Add a subject for each of the predicated.
Ans. The Mangoes

The car
Red
The furniture
The bees

Use the right prepositions from the box to complete the sentences :
Ans. of

in
out

at
with

Composition
Create a paragraph about the picture given here :
Ans.
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Oral
Read and answer verbally :

Ans. a. Jumman Shekh and Algu Chaudhary were best friend.

b. The Decision of Algu Chaudhary broken the friendship between them.



Written

Grammar in use

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below :

Ans. tired of

monthly allowance

ringing

God

sank pale

C. Answer the following question

Ans.

Words in use

The following words begin and end with the same letter. Complete these
there are clues to help you  :

Ans. o m i e a l a k

o a r e a u m

a n l i n i

A. Underline the auxiliary verbs in these sentences. Use only the main
verb from each and rewrite the sentences. You can change the form of
the verb.

Ans.

a. iii. village b. ii. property

a. Jumman and his family were the old relative.

b. Jumman 's Aunt demanded .

c. The Old woman's words kept in Algu's ears.

d. The voice of the panch is the voice of .

e. Algu's heart and he turned .

a. Jumman Sheikh and Algu Chaudhary were good friends. The bond of
friendship was so strong when either of them went away from the
village the other one looked after other's family.

b. Jumman and his family were tired of the old relative. Jumman become
as Indifferent to her as his wife. Who grudged even the little food that
the old lady wanted every day. She swallowed, there insults along with
her food for a few months. one day she spoke to Jumman , " My son !
it is now obvious that I am not wanted in your house.

c. The moment Jumman became the heed panch, he realised his
responsibility as a judge and the dignity of his office. He thought, He
must not allowed, his personal feeling can come in the way of
speaking the truth and doing justice. So he, did not taken revenge from
Algu though he got the chance.

d. The Voice of the panch is the voice of God. The panch knows neither
friend nor enemy. God live in the heart of panch. He knows only the
justice. Let no one deviate from the path of justice and truth for
friendship or enmity.

a. C c b. d d c. S s

d. r r e. t t f. p p

g. g g h. C c

a. My neighbour writes short stories for children.

b. She sang the song in the bathroom this morning.

c. She cried all the way to school today.

d. I read an Interesting book at that moment.

e. The children danced to the music.
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8 Princess of Fairies

Let Us Practise

f. She fall down the stairs and broken her leg.

A young crow from its nest and about on the road. It was in
danger there. Any moment it could get run over by a car or a bicycle. So I

it home. It was very ill. Its beak was half on and it could not hold its
head up. We it to live. But grandfather and I did our best to
help it. We it by opening its beak gently with a pencil. We in a
little bread and milk. Sometimes, We it a dose of my grandmother's
home made plum wine. Soon, the crow was well again.

Do it yourself. Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

a. iii. hand b. iii. mother

a. The happy king and queen forgot the fairy .

b. The fairies came down to attend the .

c. Not a was left on the land.

d. Princess Rosebud now became "The .

e. After 100 years a came.

a. The mean fairy said, " The princess will prick her finger on a spindle
and die".

b. The youngest fairy said, " Will sleep for hundred years but not die".

c. After hundred years a prince came.

d. "The seeping beauty" was buried in roses.

e. When prince touch the princess the magic disappeared. The princess
smiled and life all over reappeared.

B. Use the words from the box to complete the passage. You can change
the tense where necessary. You may have to add words in some places.

Ans. fall flutter

bring
did not expect

feed push
gave

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below :

Ans. Mean

Wedding

spindle

sleeping beauty

prince

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

Word is use

Write opposite of the following by adding 'dis' or 'ir' prefixes :

Ans. Words Opposites Words Opposites

Speak Listen

Writing

Oral

Written

Do it yourself.
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Appear responsible

regular armament

respective continue

encourage believe

rational religious

a. My sister has been made class monitor by them.

b. The students were told by teacher where to sit.

c. The children were allowed by their parents to have a second scoop of
ice- crem.

d. The new library was shown by them to visitors.

e. The students were given a very difficult puzzle by the teacher to solve.

a. We Celebrate Christmas on 25th December every year.

b. The idea of flight fascinated the weigh Brothers.

c. Ruskin Bond wrote the book of humor.

d. My uncle gifted me this cycle.

e. My cousin tore this book last night.

a.

b.

c.

d. Passive voice

e. Active voice

Full stop   (.) Exclamation mark      (!) Questions mark    (?)

comma     (,) Inverted commas        ("     ")        Semicolon            (;)

Once upon a time, there lived a brave girl called, Red riding hood." One day her
mother said. "Your grandmother is ill. Please , carry these cakes and biscuits for her".
She happily agreed to deliver the food, As She was walking down the forest; a wolf
met her. But the little girl was of raid. She reached her grand mother and found that the
wolf was trying to enter the house too. She gave him some leftover food from the
kitchen and sent him back in to the jungle with some biscuits for the way. She did all
thisonlyafter thehepromisednever to trouble thegrandmother.

Do it yourself. Do it yourself.

disappear irresponsible

irregular Disarmament

disrespective discontinue

discourage unbelieve

irrational unreligious

A. The sentences below are in the active voice. Change them into the
passive voice :

Ans.

B. Rewrite the following sentences in the active voice :

Ans.

Active and Passive Voice

State Whether the following sentences are active or passive voice :

Ans.

Punctuation :

Draw the following punctuation marks :

Ans.

Punctuate the following paragraph correctly.

Grammar is use

Speak Listen

Write
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9 Our National Animal Tiger

Let Us Practise

Now write a set of instructions on how to make a vegetable sandwich. Use the
model provided above.

Ans.

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below :

Ans. world

lovers

swimmers

dark

Bengal

C. Answer the following question

Ans.

Take some piece of slice bread.

Smash boiled vegetables properly.

Add tomato, onion, green chilli

Take the slice piece and spread the boiled vegetables and spread it add
remaining vegetable tomato green chilli etc.

Cover the other piece of slice.

bake it for two minute

serve it with sauce or  chattney.

a. Tiger is our national animal.

b. Tiger is believed to be known as the king of forest.

a. iii. cubs b. iii. 200-300 kg.

a. Indian tigers are famous all over the .

b. The Indian tiger attracts tourist and animal .

c. Tigers are foot runners and excellent .

d. Tigers begin to hunt for food at .

e. The tiger is a very patient.

a. The Bengal tiger is truly royal animal with a short striped coat. The
white tiger is a pleasant white with contrasting black stripes. These
stripe helps him to hide in grass and trees. Indian tiger are famous all
over the world.

b. The average weight of male is 200-300 kg and while the weight of
female are 130-170 kilograms.

c. To check the decreasing population of tigers in India, a programmed
was started in April 1973, known as “ project tiger”. This project aims
to save tigers from dying out.

d. List of national park where tiger can be see (i) Rantham bor National

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :
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Park (ii) Kanha National park (iii) Sunder bans tiger reserve (iv)
Corbett National park  (v) Bandipur  National park

foot pan

watch fish

man ox

sheep monkey

knife wife

a.

S V O

b. a

S V O

c. her .

S V O

d. .

S V O

e. her

S V O

a. Who broke the Jug ?

b. the door.

c. You must clean .

d. I had biscuits for tea.

e. rang.

f. I can't find .

g. I have for my book.

h. My dog Fluffy and my kitten love to play in the garden.

Do it yourself. Do it yourself.

a. Tiger is our national animals.

b. Tigers can been seen in forest of  Sunder bans in West Bangal.

c. The Tigers are good swimmer.

d. Tiger goes to hunt when it becomes dance.

e. Tiger can run at a speed of  60 kilometre/hour.

Words in use

Form plural of the words given below

Ans. feet pen

watches fisher

men oxes

sheep monkeys

knives wives

A. Underline the subject verb and object of the sentences. Write below
them s for subject v for verb and O for object :

Ans.

B. Look at the words in colour in each sentence. Write whether the word
takes the role of a subject, a verb or an object in the sentence.

Ans. object

Open verb

the room object

and cookie object

The ball Subject

my book Object

paid verb

Patch Subject

Write few liens about 'Tiger' in your own words:

Ans.

Formal Letters

Study the formet of formal letters given below. On the basis of the formet

Grammar in use

Speak Listen

Siya helped her friend

My cousin adopted dog.

Jia is doing homework

Vasu and Uday are playing snakes and ladders

Mrs. Khan bathed dog.
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Formative Assessment Sheet-3

write a letter to the editor of your local newspaper, appreciating her/ him for
introducing a special Saturday supplement for children.

Ans.

A. Project

Ans.

B. Look at the pictures :

Ans.                                             Visit  to a Zoo

C. Activity work in pairs.

Ans.

34, Hanuman Puri

MEERUT (U.P)

20th Feb - 20---

The Editor

Amar Ujala

MEERUT

Sub: letter to Editor

Dear Sir

I beg to say that i am a citizen of Meerut. I am a student of class 5th, I
am a regular reader of your newspaper. I like very much your newspaper.
Especially the supplement. you publish for children in your Sunday Edition. I like
the stories which are being published by you in this supplement. I like to request
you please add some stories. Which are based on science and fiction. It would be
an additional entertainment for the children. I will be very much thankful. If you
consider my suggestion. I shall be remain thankful to you for this kind act.
Thanking you.

Sincerely yours.

Do it yourself.

I am a eight year old girl. On last Sunday my parents decided to go to Visit a zoo.
We sew many animals there. we saw monkeys, Cheetah, Lion, Elephant, fox,
different type of birds Include parrots, pigeons and peacock.

My brother tryed to give a banana to a monkey. The monkey took it from his hand
and ate it presently. We have seen large elephant.

We gave them sugarcane. They took sugarcane. Quickly by it's trunk and lift his
trunk as it was saying thanks for this. In the evening we come back to our home.
The visit of the zoo was very good event for me and my brother. We enjoy it
much.

Do it yourself.
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Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below :

Ans. era

troubled

silent

courage

dedicated

C. Answer the following questions:

Ans.

Words in use

Define the following  words :

Ans. Guru–

Gurukul–

Shishyas–

Guru Dakshina–

a. Eklavya was the son of tribal chief in the forest of the kingdom
Hastinapur.

b. Dronacharya was the guru in thoughts of Eklavya.

a. iii. Hastinapura

b. ii. Gurukul

a. This is the story of a long gone .

b. His father saw that something Eklavya.

c. Eklavya saw his father was .

d. The sage blessed the young archer for his .

e. When one is one can make even mountains bow.

a. Eklavya want to become an Archer. He want to become a disciple of great
Dronacharya. the great tutor of Archery in Hastinapur.

b. Dronacharya refused to teach Eklavya because he was not a Brahmin and
don't belong to a royal family. He was a tribal hunter.

c. Guru Dronacharya asked the right hand thumb of Eklavya as his Guru
dakshina.

d. Drona Declore, “ Eklavya, even without your. Thumb, you' “be known as
a great archor. I bless you that you will be remembered forever for your
loyalty to your guru.

a. Guru refer to teacher or master.

b. Gurukul is the combination of two words (Guru- techar+
kul–extended family) is a type of ancient Hindu school in India. These are
residential in nature.

c. Shishya refer to student. The student learned from the guru
and also help the Guru in his day to day life.

d. A Guru Dakshina was the voluntary fee or gift offered
by a disciple to his guru at the end of his training. Since a guru does not
take fees. But teacher may ask for some thing or nothing at all.
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11 Onam : The Festival of Kerala

Let Us Practise

Grammar in use

Speak Listen

Write

Oral

A. Use a reflexive pronoun to complete each sentence :

Ans. itself

himself

yourself

themself

herself

herself

B. Rearrange the words and add a reflexive pronoun to form a complete
sentence :

Ans.

In this chapter there is a saying 'when one is dedicated, one can make even
mountains bow'

Ans.

Ans.

a. The cat hurt .

b. The boy looked at in the mirror.

c. “You must learn to look after '' Mother told Namo.

d. They are too young to look after .

e. Bhavya bought a bar of chocolate for .

f. She blames for what happened.

a. Why are you talking to yourself  ?

b. Anil helped himself to make some cake.

c. The baby cried him self  to sleep.

d. I cut my self, when I used the knife.

e. We enjoyed our sever at the picnic.

Do it yourself. Do it yourself.

1. The dedication is a great power.

2. With dedication we can concentrate to our aim.

3. We can achive our target by the dedication.

4. By the regular practice anyone can get his target.

5. Practice perfects a man.

6. Eklavya became a great archer by his dedication to his guru.

7. Eklavya worshiped his guru. To achive his aim.

8. Like Eklavya any one can get his aim whatever the aim may be.

9. We should concentrate our aim and then try to work hard.

10. Hard working, devotion and sincerity can make the aim. Easy what
ever the tough object may be.

a. Kerala is southern state of India. It is flanked by the Arabian sea.

Read and answer verbally :
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b. King Bali was the Asur King of Kerala.

a. i. Kerala b. ii. happy

a. Onam is the most important of Kerala.

b. Nature is at its during these months.

c. The granaries are full with the freshly harvested .

d. Performances of the classical dance of Kerala are held.

e. People place two little mounds of and .

a. Kerala is beautiful state. Lush and green throughout the year. The
backwaters, fringed, with tall and elegant coconut palms, add to the
Kerala's natural beauty.

b. Preparation for ten days long festival begins well in advance. People
clean their homes and plaster their courtyards and cow dung. Woman
and children gather flowers for making designed called Rangoli on
the floor. They place two little mounds of king Bali and Vishnu.

c. The people of Kerala palace two little mounds of king Bali and Lord
Vishnu. Because they are the premier god of people of Kerala.

d. King Bali was king of Kerala. He was a great ruler, a just and kind
king. His subjects was very happy.

e. King Bali and Lord Vishnu are worshiped in Kerala because they are
their premier gods. Onam is also a welcome for the king Bali by a the
grateful people of Kerala. He visit his kingdom once every year at the
time of onam.

a. ( ) b. ( ) c. ( ) d. ( ) e. ( )

Insert collect

Inject dissect

Transport elect

Ignite intend

Suggest connect

Select confuse

a. “It is to make you understand”, Suresh said angrily. “You
think everything is important.”I must have you”,
Shany replied as he his bag .

Written

Grammar is use

A. Make the correct choice

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below :

Ans. Festival

best

paddy

Kathakali

Vishnu king Bali

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

D. Put a tick ( ) on the correct statement :

Ans.

Words in use

Ans. Verb Noun Verb Nouns

insertion collection

injection dissection

Transportation election

ignition intention

suggestion connection

selection confusion

A. Rewrite the conversations by adding 'im', 'un', 'mis' to the underlined
words.

Ans. impossible
misunderstood

unzipped unhappily

3

3 3 3 3 3
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LIFE SKILLS-2

b. “Why are you late asked Pundir .

I went to visit Suresh. He had an accident but he is ,” answered
Shanu.

“ I didn't know this said Pundir in surprise.

Unlock misbehave improper

Unpleasant misplace impatient

Unload

Unselfish

Do it yourself. Do it yourself.

33, Rajban Bazar

Meerut Cant

22-08-20_ _

The Instructor

Road sense Institute

32, Green Avenue,

Delhi.

Dear Sir,

This is to inform you that I have seen your advertisement for one
month Intensive course for traffic rules. I would like to tell you that I am
interested to join this course.

Kindly Intimate the date of commencement of the course, the timing. Fee and
duration of this course. Please also intimate me if there is any concession for
the student as I amastudenthope for anearly response please.

Thanking you

Sincerely yours

Xyz

c. Put the icepackandcall anadult.Keepyour friendcomfortable till then.

c. Tell them it is wrong to do so and explain that must make the new boy
com for table rather than unhappy.

Do it yourself.

impolitely

unhurt

B. The words in the box take the prefix 'un', 'mis' and 'im' to make
antonyms. White these words in the right columns.

Ans. Un Mis Im

Write a formal letter to the instructor telling him/her that:

Ans.

Problem  Solving and Decision making.

Problem-1

Ans.

Problem-2

Ans.

Tongue Twisters :

Ans.

Speak Listen

Write
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Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct  choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below :

Ans. stand

see

stars

dance

eyes

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

Word in use

Write meaning of the following homophones and make them in to correct
sentences :

Ans. Homophones Meaning Sentences

a. The word leisure means time of Relaxation, rest and comfort.

b. We do not have the time to enjoy the nature.

a. ii. cow b. ii. grass

a. We have no time to and stare.

b. No time to when woods we pass.

c. Streams full of like skies at night.

d. And watch her feet how they can .

e. Enrich that smile her began.

a. We don't have time to stand under the dense shelter of branches of the
tree.

b. Beauty's glance mean to a have a look of natural beauty.

c. We miss natural beauty, Greenery of trees, Gleams stars, Where
squirrel hide their nuts in grass.

d. Life with leisure gives us every comport, rest, and relaxation of our
life whereas life with out leisure don't have this but only rest less life
have troubles only.

a. No Negative answer No, you must not cross the road
without zebra crossing.

Know to  be familiar I know Rahul sine a long time.

b. Stare fixed look Hari was staring that girl.

Stair path to ascending up She was ascending up the stairs.

c. And afterwards Ram and Sita want to gorest.

End finish The story was at the end.

d. See to look I was happy to see my mother.
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Sea ocean The dolphin lives in the sea

e. Their Pronoun of they They lives with their parents.

There at that place We want to his house but he was
not there.

a. If it Sunny tomorrow morning, we shall go to park.

b. If Pappu runs away, Renu will sad.

c. If I buy the picture I will hang it in the hall.

d. You will fall ill if you get wet in the rain.

e. Take my umbrella to school, if it rains tomorrow.

Do it yourself. Do it yourself.

If we don't have time, we miss to see natural beauty. We miss how a
postman make his pots by his artistic trick. We can not feel the singing the
song of birds. We can not see how sun rises and sun set. If we do not have
time. We can not how a river have sound in mountain or the fast wind
have a sound when wind blow in the garden.

We miss the above things because all of us do not have time to feel these
activities in nature.

a. Hans and Fritz were bakers boy . They were fast friends.

b. Their job was to stay awake and to watch the lover of breads.

a. iii. enemies b. ii. bakers

a. The city of had around it one of these great walls.

b. The gateway was guarded by strong iron .

c. The bakers had to have fresh ready for breakfast.

d. A was placed against the wall.

Grammar in use

Speak Listen

Write

Oral

Written

Match both parts of the sentence. Then, rewrite the sentences to have both
kinds of first conditional 'if' clauses as mentioned before

Ans.

Ans.

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. Andernach

doors

bread

ladder

Read and answer verbally :
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e. There was no need for .

a. The strangers were not able to enter the city because walls were built
around the whole city and only one gate was guarded by strong. Iron
doors. Just behind the door there was a gate keeper to watch going and
coming parson. So no enemy could enter in the gate.

b. The baker boys came to the great wall for getting the honey from the
wall.

c. When the two boys looked over the wall they seen the army of Lintz
was stood in front of the gate.

d. Each boy seized a hive and bored it carefully to the edge of wall. Then
with a strong push down tumbled hives , honey and bees upon the
head of enemy. After that boys ran down the stairs to the city hall. Old
bell ringer was aroused by the cries. Soon the wild clang of the bell
awake the people of Andernach. The bees had done their work. The
army of Lintz was running away no need of army left. The quick wit
of baker boys saved the city.

Construct Checked

Opponents Sleep

Seize Entrance

Ascend Sculpture

Do it yourself.

a. He said. “I am very tired today''.

He said he very tired that day.

b. Shreya groaned, “I think I have fractured my leg”.

Groaning, Sherya that she had her leg.

c. “I answered all the questions today”. Preeti told her mother.

Preeti her mother that had all the questions that day.

a. Uday told that he was going out to play.

b. The teacher said that Reena had read that book.

c. The children said that they could not read Persian.

d. My mother blessed me that I would won.

soldiers

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

Words in use

From the chapter find the words mean similar to the words given below :

Ans. built obstruct

enemies lie in bed

capture gateway

mount over statue

A. Ask your friend these questions and note down the answers in direct
speech. After you have finished the questions, find a new friend and
report what you have learnt about your first friend.

Ans.

B. Given below are pairs of sentences the first in direct speech, the
second is also the same sentence but in reported speech, fill in the
blanks in the second sentence with appropriate words.

Ans.

that was

assumed fracture

told she answered

Reported Speech

Change the following sentences from direct to indirect speech :

Ans.

Grammar in use
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Similes :

Fill in the missing words to complete the following similes :

Ans. soldier

lemon

fox

rabbit

air

Write the activities of any great freedom fighter of India :

Ans.

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below :

Ans. flute

wish
needed

herd

people crystal-ball

C. Answer the

a. As proud as a .

b. as fresh as a .

c. as cunning as a .

d. as quick as .

r. as light as an .

Do it yourself. Do it yourself.

Netaji Subhash Chadra Bose was a great freedom fighter of India . He
played an important in the freedom struggle of India. He was elected as
the president of congress two times. He formed “Azad Hind Fauz” for
fighting with British rule. Netaji gave a slogan “Tum Mujhe Khoon Do
Mai tumhe Azadi Dunga”. He fought with British rule very bravely. He
went in foreign countries also to get support for his misson.

a. Ahmed was a shepherd boy.

b. One morning he find a crystal ball.

a. ii. rainbow b. iii. grand mother

a. Every morning and afternoon Ahmed would play the .

b. Ahmed could not decide what to for, because he really had
everything he .

c. The day a boy followed Ahmed and his .

d. The boy called all the and showed them the .

Speak Listen

Write

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

following question :

Ans. a. Ahmed lived with his mother father and grandmother. He want early in
the morning with his heard of goats find a suitable place for them to
graze. In afternoon he returns to home. In night he listen the stories.
From his grandmother.
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b. Ahmed find a transparent beautiful crystal ball in the branches. He heard
a voice from ball it said, “you can make a wish that your heart desire and
I will full fill it.” Ahmed could not believe that he had actually heard a
voice.

c. The boy arrived in his village and showed the crystal ball they were very
surprised .

d. The people asked for various thing from crystal ball. One wished bag
full of gold, another wished for two chest full of jewelry. Some wished
for new houses  in place of their old houses .

e. The villages decided to return the crystal ball to Ahmed.

a. Joyfully – The children were playing joyfully.

b. Lucky – The thief was lucky nobody was there.

c. Early – The sun rises early in the morning.

d. Suitable – Rakesh find his best suitable  shoes from the shop.

e. Suddenly – Ramesh suddenly slipped and full down  in river.

f. Wonderful – The scene was very wonderful for all.

g. Actually – The story was being told  actually by Jon.

h. cheerful – All the children gather in party to cheerfully celebrated.

i. Happily – The marriage was performed happily.

j. Jealous – Both the neighbors were jealous to each other.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself Do it yourself.

Travelling by school bus can have several advantages. By using school bus
student can reach school on time. We can use the travel time to make some
good friends to discuss our day or share ideas with. We can also use the time
to plan to day. By using school bus number of vehicles can be minimize on
the road.

This will lead to lesser pollution and smoother traffic during such hour.
Pollution can also be controlled by using the school bus. It can be
minimized.

Words  in use :

Find out some adjective from the story and make the sentences.

Ans.

Conjunctions:

Join the following pairs of sentences using the conjunction 'and', 'as' , that,
though, but and because :

Essay writing :

Read the lines given below and organize them in to a meaningful essay. Ensure
that the essay has three paragraphs and that each paragraph has only one idea.
Add a few sentences of your own to complete the Essay.

Ans.

Grammar in use

Write

Speak Listen

If more students decide to use the bus there will be fewer vehicles on the
roads. Use of school bus have many advantage in it self. However
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travelling by bus also has some disadvantages. School bus pick up each
and every student from their door step. The journey can take a long time,
as the bus will have to drop several children at their destinations. The
school should have its own buses and in sufficient quantity.

Buses can get crawded and noisy if the school does not have enough
buses. When student use school bus, It is possible that. We can read books
or discuss films too. It is fun. Besides the above disadvantages it is better
to use school bus. I prefer travellings by bus because I can meet my
friends and often plan my work with them.

It provide extra facility to travel , safety punctuality and student harmony
develops by using the school bus.

Do it yourself.

“My little shadow” poem is Avery funny. It tell me, what I am. It is just
about me. It goes with, it jump with me in my bed. It is just like me it
fallow me whenever I go it goes with me. Sometime it is taller than me
and sometime it is very difficult to find it as of it was playing with me.
This is a very good interesting story. I like it much.

Near a park we can hear a buzzing of bee. Singing of
birds, men of cats, crocking sound of frogs, coo-coo of pigeon, cry of
swan, chatter of monkeys, quack- quack of crows humming of the park.

Do it yourself.

A. Speak :

Ans.

B. Choose any poem you like in the book and comment on it.

Ans.

C. Pair works :

Ans. Notes of the sound–

D. You all know the rhyme, Jack and Jill, Now write it as a story Explain
why Jack and Jill went up the mountain, how they filled the pail, how
they fell down and what  happened later.

Remember you are allowed to change the story a little bit to make it
interesting. You may use any other nursery rhyme for making up the
story.

Ans.

A. Mark ( ) the correct choice :

Ans.

Write meaning of the following words :"

Ans.

3

a. ii. b. iii. c. ii. d. i. e. ii.

a. Transferred – move or send from one person or place from another.

b. Enmity – hatred

c. Scream – to utter a loud, sharp, piercing cry.

d. Prick – very small mark or hole caused by pricking.

e. Magnificent – excellent.

f. Project – planned to do something.

g. Royal – kingly.

h. Shun – move
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i. Kingdom – state ruled by a king

j. Elegant – style

a. Algu and Jumman shekh's was most popular.

b. The tales attract the children  much.

c. The wrestler's were well built.

d. In olden guru shishya  paraampra was famous in India.

e. of Vikramditya was popular.

a. The voice of the punch is the voice of .

b. Not a spindle was left on the land.

c. The tiger is a very patient.

d. Eklavya saw his father was .

e. Onam is the most important of Kerala.

a. The Voice of the panch is the voice of God. The panch knows neither friend
nor enemy. God live in the heart of panch. He knows only the justice. Let no
one deviate from the path of justice and truth for friendship or enmity.

b. The mean fairy said, " The princess will prick her finger on a spindle and
die".

c. To check the decreasing population of tigers in India, a programmed was
started in April 1973, known as “ project tiger”. This project aims to save
tigers from dying out.

d. Eklavya want to become an Archer. He want to become a disciple of great
Dronacharya. the great tutor of Archery in Hastinapur.

e. The strangers were not able to enter the city because walls were built around
the whole city and only one gate was guarded by strong Iron doors. Just
behind the door there was a gate keeper to watch going and coming parson.
So no enemy could enter in the gate.

a. We celebrate 25th December as Charismas very year.

b. The idea of flight have fascinated Wright brothers.

c. Ruskin Band had written the book of humor.

d. My uncle gifted me the bicycle .

e. My cousin torn this book last night.

a. .

S V O

b. sees a .

S V O

c. .

S V O

d.

S V O

e.

S V O

Make sentence of the following words :

Ans. friendship

fairy

Muscular

era

Justice

Fill in the blanks :

Ans. God

Bengal

silent

festival

Answer the following question :

Ans.

Grammar

A. Rewrite the following sentences in the active voice :

Ans.

B. Underline the subject verb and object of the sentence. Write below them S
for subject V for verb and O for object.

Ans. The people elected him

She pair of tongs

Siya helped her friend

My cousin adopteda dog.

Jia is doingher homework.


